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Education

The Power Electronics Society highly values and promotes education. We are always looking for ideas and initiatives to expand continuing education opportunities for power electronics professionals and students. Our goal is to ensure the growth of skill and knowledge among professionals and to foster individual commitment to continuing education among IEEE PELS members, the engineering and scientific community, and the general public.

We continue to maintain a listing of technical experts in our fields who are available to Chapters and conferences. In addition to our Distinguished Lecturer program, the table below lists speakers who are willing to give half-day or full-day tutorials. All of the tutorials listed have been given at recent PELS-sponsored conferences. If you would like to be included in this list, please fill out this form. If you are organizing a meeting and would like to contact a listed tutorial speaker, please email Issia Barson for more details.

We will soon start developing online modular courses through IEEE eLearning. If you would like to create a course, please consult the request for proposals for more information. Modules will be initially
Student Competitions

IEEE PELS Ph.D. Thesis Talk Award (P3 Talk)

The IEEE PELS Digital Media Committee invites video submissions for the IEEE PELS Ph.D. Thesis Talk Award. The goal of this competition is to showcase Ph.D. projects to the entire power electronics community - both in academia and industry. The Ph.D. Thesis Talks can be up to 3 minutes long. Five IEEE PELS P3 Talks will be awarded each year.

For Guidelines Click Here

Eligibility

Eligibility to participate in the IEEE PELS Ph.D. Thesis Talk Award is open to all Ph.D. students across the world who defended their Ph.D. theses in the fields of power electronics, power systems, and renewable energy in the last three years.
Student Competitions

IEEE PELS Ph.D. Thesis Talk Award (P3 Talk)

The IEEE PELS Digital Media Committee invites video submissions for the IEEE PELS Ph.D. Thesis Talk Award. The goal of this competition is to showcase Ph.D. projects to the entire power electronics community both in academia and industry. The P3 Talks can be up to 3 minutes long. Five IEEE PELS P3 Talks will be awarded each year.

For Guidelines Click Here

Eligibility

All Ph.D. graduates across the world who defended their Ph.D. thesis in the past two years are eligible to participate.
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Scroll down to the bottom
Upload a video up to 3 minutes, summarizing the Ph.D. research or a link to the video.

Submission requires the following information:
- Name (contact info)
- University
- IEEE Membership Number
- Date of Graduation
- Proof of Ph.D. Defense/Degree
- Thesis Title
- Brief abstract (< 200 words)
- Keywords (3-5)

All submissions must be in English. Translation of the certificate/diploma may be required or a proof letter from University/Institute of Ph.D. advisor.

How to Submit
All videos must be submitted to the OpenWater platform. An IEEE Account is required for login. The online nomination forms are saved in your account automatically and can be resumed at any time.

Schedule
- Open Submissions: 1 January 2021
- Deadline To Apply: 30 April 2021
- Judging Phase: 1 May - 30 June 2021
- Winner Notified: 15 July 2021

Awards
A certificate and a monetary award of US$1,000 will be awarded to each of the top five presenters. A ceremony will be organized, either online or at a PELS-sponsored Conference. A total of five awards will be presented.

2020 IEEE PELS Ph.D. Thesis Talk Award Winners
2019 IEEE PELS Ph.D. Thesis Talk Award Winners
If you have an IEEE account, sign in. If you do not, you can create one for free.
This is the landing page after you log in.
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